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Asymptotic Behaviour of Relaxed Dirichiet Problems
Involving a Dirichlet-Poincar Form
M. Biroli and N. A. Tchou

Abstract. We study the convergence of the solutions of a sequence of relaxed Dirichlet problems relative to Dirichlet forms to the solution of the F-limit problem. In particular we prove
the strong convergence in D[a, ] ( 1 < p < 2) and the existence of "correctors" for the strong
convergence in Do[a, Il]. The above two results are generalizations to our framework of previous
results proved in [10] in the usual uniformly elliptic setting.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are interested in the convergence of the solutions of relaxed Dirichiet
problems involving Dirichlet forms. The relaxed Dirichiet problem relative to symmetric
uniformly elliptic operators was studied by G. Dal Maso and U. Mosco in [11) and [12);
in particular in 1121 the convergence of the solutions is studied in connection with the
r'-convergence of the measures involved in the problems. We recall also that in the two
previous papers the connections between relaxed Dirichiet problems and problems of
homogenization with holes are emphasized (for the notions concerning homogenization
with holes we refer to [1] and [7]).
The aim of the paper [10] is to study the convergence of solutions of relaxed Dirichlet problems in the non-symmetric uniformly elliptic case (in connection with the F-*convergence of the measures involved). There some results are also given that are new
also in the symmetric case; in particular the strong convergence of the solutions in
H" (1 p < 2) is proved using a compact embedding result of F. Murat [25], and the
existence of correctors is studied (for previous results on correctors in the symmetric
case see also [16]).
Our aim in this paper is to generalize those results to the case of relaxed Dirichiet
problems involving Dirichiet forms, with some assumptions on the form which hold in
the most of the applications.
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We make precise now the framework and the results. Let X be a locally compact,
connected Hausdorif space and m be a positive Radon measure on X with supp [m] =
X. We will assume that we are given a strongly local, regular, symmetric Dirzchlet
form a( . ,.) in the Hubert space L2 (X, rn), in the sense of M. Fukushima 1151, whose
domain will be denoted by D[a]. Such a form a admits the integral representation
a(u,v) = fX da(u,v) for every u,v E D[a] where cs(u,v) is a signed Radon measure on
X, uniquely associated with the functions u and v (the energy density of the form).
Moreover, for any open subset ci of X the restriction of a(u,v) to ci depends only on
the restrictions of u and v to Q. The strong locality allows us to define the domain of
the form restricted to ci denoted by Do[a,ci] as the closure in D[a] (endowed with the
norm l u ll = ( a(u, u) + l U ll2( X m)))2) of D[al fl Co(Q) and to extend unambigously the
definition of the measure a(u,v) in X to all rn-measurable functions u and v in X, that
coincide rn-ac. on every compact subset of ci with some function of D[a]. The space of
these functions will be denoted by Dj0[a,ci]. We refer to [4, 151 for the properties of
a(u, v) with respect to Leibnitz, chaine and troncature rules.
Given a as above we assume that the form has a separating core [4]. We define a
distance d associated with the form by
d(x, y) = sup{(x) - (y): 0 E D[a] fl C0 (X) with a(, ) <m}

and we denote B(x,r) = {y d(x,y) < r}, B(r) will be balls B(x,r) with fixed center
X.

We assume the following:
(D) The distance d define a topology on X equivalent to the initial one; moreover,
for every & > 0 a duplication property holds for the balls B(x,r) (r < no), that is
m(B(x, 2r) co m(B(x, r))

where co is a constant independent of x and r, but depending on R0 , i.e. co co(Ro).
(P) For every ball B(x,r) (r

I

B(

) and every f E D i0[ a ] the Pozncaré inequality

x,r) If - fz,rl2dm cirIB(x,kr)

holds where c 1 and k > 1 are constants independent of x, r 2R and fir is the average
of Ion B(x,r).
From property (P) assuming that B(x,r) ç B(x,2r)
standard methods the inequality

f

0 X (r

) we obtain by

I

d(f,f)
lfl2dm 5c2r2
B(z,r)B(x,r)

(P0)

I

for every E Do [a, B(x,r)]; by a covering argument it is easy to prove that the inequality
, with a constant c2 , that depends on R.
(Po) holds also if r
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We observe that from duplication property in (D) the space X acquires the structure
of an homogeneous space [8] and that, using (D), we can prove by iteration the inequality
(D')

I-(

rn(B(x,r)) 2

L
m(B(x,R))
T:)

for all x E X and R R0 , where v = 1092 C O, so ii is an estimate of the homogeneous
dimension of X. Moreover, for any ball B R 9 B2R with B2R 54 X and R R, we
have Sobolev inequalities relative to v (see [3, 5]); a simple covering argument allow
to generalize the Sobolev inequality for functions in Do[a,BR] to every R > 0 with
constants depending on R.
We recall that under two assumptions (D) and (P) a theory of local regularity of
harmonics in B R c B 2R with B2R 0 X and estimates on the Green function have been
given in [4] (see also [24]).
In this paper we have one more assumption:
(A) We assume the existence of the Radon-Nikodym derivative
c(u,u)(.)

da(u,u)
dm

E

L0(1l,m)

and the existence of n linear operators L- (i = 1,... , n) from D0 [a] into L2 (X, m) and
two positive constants \ and A such that
Lu(x)[ 2 <(u, u)(x)

A

Liu(x)12 m

a.e. in X.

Moreover, we also assume that the adjoint operators L restricted to D[a] are bounded
from D[a] into L2 (X,m). The operators L i are closed from D0 [a, ci] into L2(X,rn).
We observe that the above assumptions on the Dirichiet form we are considering
holds for the following forms:
(a) for forms connected with degenerate elliptic operators with a weight in the A2
Muckenhoupt's class (here the distance is the usual Euclidean distance and we refer for
properties (D) and (P) to [13]);
(b) for forms connected with subelliptic operators both in the case of smooth or
non-smooth coefficients (here the distance is defined in relation with the operator and
we refer to [21] for the properties (D) and (P));
(c) for forms connected with vector fields satisfying a Hörmander condition both
in the case of smooth or non-smooth coefficients, given by a matrix, that is uniformly
elliptic with respect to a weight in the A 2 intrinsic Muckenhoupt's class (here the distance is the same as in non-weighted case, the property (D) derives from the definition
of the A2 intrinsic Muckenhoupt's class and we refer to [22] for property (F));
• (d) for forms connected with elliptic operators on C°° Riemannian manifolds with
Ricci curvature bounded from belowe (here the properties (D) and (P) are consequences
of analogous properties for elliptic operators on lR").
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For every Bore! subset E of an open set ci in X, let
cap a (E ,

ci) =

E Do[a,ci], v 1 rn—a.e.
inf{a(vv) on a neighbourhood of E
V

I

We refer for all the properties holding for the capacity related to a Dirichiet form defined
on X to the book of Fukushima [15], only observing that they hold again due to the
validity of property (P). We recall that, if E c E c ci, we have capa(E, ci) = 0 if and
only if cap a (E , X) = 0 and, from the Poincaré inequality (P 0 ), cap'(E,X) = 0 implies
m(E) = 0. Moreover, every function u E Do [a, ci] has a quasi-continuous representative
(for the above introduced capacity). Whenever we have the necessity to take into
consideration a quasi-everywhere representative of u E Do [a, ci], we identify u with its
quasi-continuous representative.
Definition 1.1. For a relatively compact open set ci C X, we introduce M a (Q)
M 0 as the space of all non-negative Borel measures on ci which are absolutely continuous
with respect to the capacity related to the form a(-,-), i.e. we say that u E Mo if
cap o ( E , cl) = 0 implies 4E) = 0, where E c E c Q.

Definition 1.2. The function u is a solution of a homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet
problem in ci with respect to the form a, the function f E D' [a, ci] and the measure
E M 0 if
1uE,o(ci)
in

uvdi=(f,v) forallvEV'0(ci)

(1.1)

where V 0 (Q) = L2 (ci, pi) fl Do [a, ci] is a Hilbert space endowed with the scalar product
= a(u,v) + fQ uvdrn + fQ uvdz.
(u,v)V:0(Il)

Remark 1.1. By using the Poincaré inequality and (1.1) with v = u it is easy to
see that
(jda(uu)) <C

(1.2)

where the constant C depends only on ci and not on
Now we want to recall the definition of r-convergence of a sequence of measures in
the space M 0 . For any measure ft E M 0 , let us consider the following functional F
defined on L'(0, m):

= ff0 d(,)+f0
IF" (V)

/2

if v E Do[a,ci]
elsewhere.

1. +00

(1.3)

Definition 1.3. Let e be a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero, j a
sequence of measures in the space M 0 , and z e M 0 . Let F' and FM the functiona.ls
associated with ,ae and p, as in (1.3). Then
Ii

-L
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if the sequence of functionals F L' r-converges, in the sense of E. De Giorgi and T.
Franzoni [9], to the functional F's.
As in the classical case (i.e. a(u, v) =
Vu . Vv dx), it is possible to prove that the
IF-convergence of FM to FM is equivalent to the L 2 (l, m)-convergence of the solutions uc
of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problems with respect to the form a, the function
and the sequence of measures j

I

(ueEVo(Il)
a(ue,v) +
in

u e vdiii c

=

0

fvdrn forall v

E(1.4)

to the solution u of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problem with respect to the form
a, the function land the measure (see (1.1)).
It is easy to prove that
u

weakly in D0 [a, Q1.

Our aim is to give more precise results on the convergence of the sequence
as in the classical case, the convergence will not be strong in Do[a,cl].

ue.

In general,

Let us recall the definitions of the Dirichlet-Sobolev spaces, introduced by M. Biroli
and U. Mosco in [5]. For p E [2, ), set
= {u E D 10c[ a ,

]

:

f(u, u)(x)dm +f udm =: IIuII1

In the case p = 2 we denote D2 [a,cl] = D[a,cz]. In the case p E [1,2) we denote by
D [a, l] the completion of D[a, cij in the norm
I
UIIDP[aO]

(.[(u,u)(x)dm+ in udm

'Jii

)

In Section 2 we will prove that the operators L 1 are closed from DP[a , ] into LP(X,m).
We observe that the above definition allow us to define L iu and c(u,u) for u E DP[a,cl]
(see Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4).
Let us define the spaces D[a, 1] as the closure of the space Co (Q) fl DP [a, Q] with
respect to the norm IIVIIDP[a0].
Remark 1.2. Let us remark that the space D[a,f] fl L°°(Q) is an algebra and
also an ideal in DP [a, ?] fl L°°(cl), p e [1, +oo). Moreover, we recall that if g : R -' IR
is such that g € C'(R) and v E D"[a,Qj fl L°°(), then g(v) E D P [a,clj fl L°°(Q) and,
for p 2,
a(g(v),w) = g'(v)a(v,w)
for every w E D[a,cl]. Moreover, if g(0) = 0 and v E D[a,j fl L c ( ) , then g(v) E
D[a, clJnL°°(l). A consequence of the above inequality is that for every v E Dzoc[a, Qjn
we have, for every constant k, inf(v, k) E D,o[ a , l] fl LOO (Q) and
a(irif(v,k),w) = 1W<ka(v,w)
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L

for every w E D[a,1]; then

a(v, v)dm = 0.
k

In the following Q will be relatively compact open set in X such that ci c BR ç
with B 2 R X and fl

BZR,

In Section 2 we prove the following strong convergence in D P for p E (1, 2).

Theorem 1.4 (Strong Dc -convergence for p E (1,2)). Let

pC be a sequence of

measures in the space M 0 and p E Mo such that
P
Let u be the solutions of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problems with respect to the
pC (see (1.4)), i.e.
form a, the function f E D[a,ci] and the sequence of measures
v,(cl)

a(ue,v) + j u e vdp = (f,v) for all

V

E V,0(ci),

and let u be the solution of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problem with respect to
the form a, the function f and the measure p (see (1.1)), i.e.

1

a(u,v)+juvd = (f,v) for alivE V0(ci).

Then, for E (1, 2),
u

strongly in D[a, ci].

(1.5)

We also introduce, in Section 4, a sequence of functions independent from f: "correctors", which describes more precisely the behaviour of the sequence u (see [10] and
[16]) in Do [a, ci]. To this aim let us introduce the sequence of solutions w C of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problems with respect to the form a, the function f 1 and
the sequence of measures It ' , i.e.

I

w E V,0(ci)
a(we,v) + w vdp e =vdm for all v E
in

and their L2 (ci, m)-limit function w as solution of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichiet
problem with respect to the form a, the function f 1 and the measure p. i.e.

la(w,v)+jawvdP=jvdm for all vE V0(ci).

We prove, in Section 3, the following result.

(1.7)
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be a sequence of measures in the space

M 0 and z E M 0 such that

M.
Let
be the solution., of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problems with respect to the
form a, the function f E L(S,m) and the sequence of measures zC (see (1.4)), i.e.
2

uC

(u E

V,0(l)

a(ue,v)

+ If, uevd = j fvdm for all v E V,0(cl),

and let u be the solution of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichiet problem with respect to
the form a, the function f and the measure u, (see (1.1)), i.e.
(uEV'0(l)

fn

a(u,v) +uvd,i =
Let, be for any 6 > 0,

fvdrn for all v E V0(1).

UW
= u'
sup{w, 6}

(1.8)

(1.9)

Then
lm liii sup I II
where

we

Do(o,t-1J

=0

(1.9)

and w are the solutions of the problems (1.6) and (1.7), respectively.

We end this section by observing that in Section 2, in view of the proof of Theorem
1.4, we prove some preliminary results interesting in itself, in particular we study the
Sobolev spaces associated to the form and their dual spaces proving also a generalization
of the compact embedding lemma in [25J.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.4
At first we give the following result on the existence of a cut-off function of a compact
set K c 1 with respect to ft
Lemma

2.1

(Cut-off function). Let K be a compact set in Q and d K := d(K, ô).

Then there exists a function

K

E Do[a, ]

K =i

fl

C°() such that

onK

supp tKj c { x

€ : d(x,K)
a. e. in

where C is an absolute constant.

Proof. We can cover K by a finite number of balls with center x, E K (i = 1, ..., q)
and radius Let now çb the cut-off functions of B(x1, 4f-) and B(x 1 , -d& ); we have
a.e. in (for the existence of cut-off functions between balls and the
a(,, q5 1 )(x)
estimate on their energy densities see [4]). Choose now
= sup1 . It is easy to see
that 'K satisfies the conditions of the lemma I
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The following result state the Holder inequality in the spaces D [a, ] and prove
that the function Ik'!IDP[a,Il] defined in Section 1 is a norm on DP [a,] if p E [2,+oo)
and on D[a, Il] if p E (1, 2).

Lemma 2.2 (HOlder inequality). Let p
exponents (i.e.
+ = 1), let u,v E DP [a,
L 0 ( Tl , m ) . Assume that
a(v,v)( . ) 4 E L'(l,m)

e

[1,00] and p' E [1,00] be conjugate
da(u,u)
and let finally a(u,u)(.) = dm
E

and

a(u,u)(.)4 E

Then a(u,v)( . ) E L 1 (Z,m) and

in

lc(u,v)()Idm

(10

c(v,

v)(.) L drn)

c(u u)( . )dm) ' .

(in,

( 2.1)

Moreover, if p E [2, +), then the function II V IIDP[a,r] defined in Section 1 is a norm
on DP[a,1].

Proof. The proof is analogous to the classical HOlder inequality for the LP spaces.
For the sake of completeness we sketch it here: The density a(u, v)( . ) is a bilinear form,
such that a(u, u)( . ) > 0. Then
( 2.2)

a(u,u)(.)+ a(v,v)( . ).

The function (u, v) is continuous in Q \E where m(E) = 0. Let us consider (2.2) where
we replace v by .Av, with X= (ov,v)(x))/(a(u,u)(x)). Let x be fixed in 1\E. Then
2
( u , v )( x )l <(a(v, v)(x)) (a(u, u)(x))

( 2.3)

2.

From the Young inequality we have
i((v,v)(x))
P

2

+

(u,u)(x))

2

(2.4)

for a.e. x e Q. By integrating (2.4) in Q with respect to the measure in we obtain
a(u,v)dm <j (a(v,v))dm+ j ((u,u))dm.

(2.5)

By replacing v by À y in (2.5) where
A=

(f(a(u,u))rdm)
(f(c(v,v))2

dm)

we prove (2.1). The last part of the result is an easy consequence of (2.3) 1

(2.6)
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We remark that from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that D"[a,ci], p E [2,+oo),
is a Banach space; then the same property for p E (1,2) follows from the definition.
Morover, we observe that if w-lim...0 fC = 10 in Do[a, ci], then w-lim_o f = J in
D[a, ci].

Lemma 2.3 (a(u,u) and L i in DP[a,ci] , p E [1,2]). Let p E [1, 21. Then D"[a,ci)
is continuosly embedded into L P (ci,m) and the operator a(u,u)4 has a unique extension
(wich does not depend on ci) to a continuous operator, denoted again by a(u,u)4, from
DP[a, ci] into LP (ci, rn). Moreover, the operators L 1 (i = 1,2,.., n) have unique extensions to linear closed operators, denoted again by L,, from L P (ci, m) into L P (ci, in), with
domain D"[a,ci].
Proof. The condition (A) allows us to extend the operators L- to closed linear
operators from L 2 (ci,m) into L2 (ci,m) with domain D[a,], denoted again by L 1 , such
that for every u e D[a, ci] we have

j Lu(x) 2

a(u, u)(x) <A

ILu(x)I 2 m

a.e. in Q.

Let be u1 - 0 in LP(ci,m) , where u3 E D[a,ci] and supp(u,) g K, with K a compact
set in Q. Assume Lu - x in L"(ci,m). Let u = sup(—k,inf(u 3 ,k)) (k > 0). We
have
r k
ik r* \
( L i tZ j, V ) L 2 (O,m) = .Uj,1iV)L2ffl,m)
for every v in D 0 [a, ci] fl LP'(ci,m), with + = 1. Then Lju,k weakly converges to
in L(ci, in), for any fixed k> 0. The functions ILuI" are equiintegrable; moreover,
- u )1 2

(u - u 1 ,u - u3).

Using the truncation rule, we obtain that Lu converges to x a.e. in ci; then L1u
converges to x in LP(ci, m), so we have x = 0.
Assume now that u i is a Cauchy sequence in D"[a, ci] and u3 -+ 0 in LP (ci, m). We
assume that c(u,u,) - x' in LP (ci,m). Let K be a compact set in Q. From Lemma
2.1 there exists a function 0 with a(, ) E L°°(ci, m), 0 = 1 on K and supp () c Q.
The sequence cbu 3 is again a Cauchy sequence in D"[a,ci] and qu, - 0 in LP(ci,m).
Using the condition (A) and the Leibnitz rule we obtain that L,(q5u) is a Cauchy
sequence in LP (ci, m). From the first part of the proof we have L 1 (u) - 0 in LP (ci, m);
then a ( u j,1.u j) 4 - 0 in L"(ci,m). Using the properties of 0 and the Leibnitz rule we
obtain x = 0 a.e. in K, then x = 0 a.e. on Q. The first part of the lemma is so proved.
The second part easily follows using assumption (A) I
We have also easily the following
Lemma 2.4 (a(u,u) and L i in D J'[a,ci], p> 2). Let p E (2,+x). Then DP[a,ci]
is continuosly embedded into - L(ci,m) .. and c(u,u) isa continuous operator from
D P [a,ci] into L"(ci,m). Moreover, the L, (i = 1,2,..,n) are linear closed operators
from LP (ci,in) into LP (ci,rn) with domain DP[a,ci].
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Using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we have to define a(u,u)2 and L i u from LP(cl,m) to
DP[a,l] (also Q(u,u) then can be defined a.e. in Q) and we have again
cx(u,u)(x)

A i ILu(x)I

m—a.e. in 0

(2.7)

where the two positive constants .X and A* depend only on A, A and n in (A) and from
p. Moreover,
IIUIIDPa,fl] =

for every u

a(u, u )( x ) dm +
(Jo

e DP [a,l], p E [1,+).

if,

uPdm)

Now we prove the following embedding result, wich has an interest in itself.
Lemma 2.5 (Compact embedding property). Let BR be a ball in X. Then the
property

(C)

DO[a,BR] is compactly embedded into L2(BR,rn)

is fulfilled.

Proof. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that 4R < inf(Ro,) (in
the general case the result follows by a covering argument). Let f, be a sequence
weakly convergent in Do[a,BR]. Then the sequence fn is also weakly convergent in
L2 (BR,m), since the embedding of Do [a, B R] into L 2 (BR,m) is continuous. We have
fBR da(f, fn ) < C. We denote again by f the prolongation of f, to X by 0, which
belongs to DEal. From [8: p. 69] there exists a covering B(x 1 ,r) = B (i =
of B R such that d(x,x) > r. We have that the number M of the balls B(x 1 ,r), that
cover a point x in BR, is equal to the number of points x i in B(x, r). For such a point
we have
B(x,2r) C B(x1,4r),
B (1,)

c

moreover, the balls B(x 1 , ) are disjoint. Using property (D') we obtain
m (B

(Xi, ))

> 23Lf1)m(B(x,2r)).

Then
M231m(B(x,2r)) M min m (B (
\
xEB(z,r)

in (u1B

))

))
<rn(B(x,2r))

so the point x belongs at most to M = balls B(x,r). Again by property (D') we
can estimate q from above by M()". Moreover, we can prove, by the same techniques
used above, that every point of BR belongs to at most k L M balls B(x, kr).
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Let E > 0 be arbitrary and denote Wn,m = fn - fm. By the same methods as in [5:
Proposition i/p. 315] we have
q

IB,,

Wd

2
i=1

JB(z,,r)

IWnm -(wn,m)il2dm

1
+ 2 sup
I,..,q m(B(x1,r)) (IB(zi,r) Wnm dm)

2k'Mcir2

da(u,u) + 2 sup
wn,mdm
I,..,q m(B(x,r)) (JB(Z,
,r)
J
2
<2k"Mcir2C+271H ( )2P 1
W m dm)
r
m(BR) SUP
( ,
JBR

L

where (wn,m), is the average on B(x 1 ,r) of Wn,m and we take into account that from
property (D') we have m(B1 ) ? 2 2LH m(B R ) . We choose r = (4k"4cC)4 Taking
into account that f,. is weakly convergent in L 2 (BR, m) we can choose n, such that for
n,Tn > n

2
SUp

Qj

wnmdm)

er 2(B)
271R2L

Then for n, rn > n we have
IB

w m dm < c,
R

i.e. f, is a Cauchy sequence in L2 (BR,m); then fn converges strongly in L2(BR,m)I
The method used in the proof of Lemma 2.5 is a refinement of the one used in [17]
to prove the same result in the usual elliptic case (see also [14] and [5], where similar
techniques are used).

Lemma 2.6 (Reflexivity). Let p E (1,00). Then under the assumption (A),
DP[a,cl] and (D[a,Q]) are reflexive Banach spaces.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the classical case. To prove the reflexivity it is
enough to prove that DP [a,1l] endowed with the norm (equivalent to Ik.'IID'(a,fl])
udrn +

j IL

i u(x)IPdm) 1

(2.8)

is reflexive. We observe that the linear operator
Tu = [u, L, u, ... ,Lu]

(2.9)

is an isometry from D'[a,l], endowed with the norm (2.8), into (LP(1,m))'1; then
T(DP[a , il]) Y is a closed subspace of (LP (Q, .)) ' 1 . We recall that (LP (cl, m))"' is
reflexive and then Y is reflexive, so DP [a, ] is reflexive. The space D[a, 1] is a closed
subspace of DP [a, ]; then it is reflexive I
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We denote by D'[a,1] the dual space of Do[a,1], by D'[a,] the dual space of
D[a,Q (where + = 1), and by (.,.) the duality between D,'[a,j and D[a,].
Let us remark that we have D,, 1 [a,cij C D'[a,l] for 1 <p <2.
Lemma 2.7 (Dual Spaces). Let Q be an open subset of X, p E (1,], and let us
assume property (A). Then F E D[a,cl] if and only if there exist (fo, li,.., fr,) E
(LP'(f2,m))'+1 such that

)

( Fu = ffo udm +>ff Lu ( x ) dm

for any ueDja,Q].

Proof. We fix (fo, li,.., In) E ( LP' ())'' and define
( Fu ) = jfo udm +>jfi L i u ( x ) drrl

for any uED[a,1].

By the Holder inequality we deduce that F is a bounded linear functional on DP [a, ].
Let now F e D' [a, cl]. Consider the embedding T of D[a, into LP (Q, in) defined
in (2.9); T is an isometry and T(D[a, QJ) = Yo is a closed subspace of (LJ'(cl, m))'1.
Let us consider the inverse operator T : Yo - D(a, l] and F . T' Y0 - R which is
• bounded linear functional on V0 . Then from the Hahn Banach theorem, there exists
• unique extension G of F T' to (LP(cl, .))n+ ' as a bounded linear functional, with
the same norm as F . T. Let now v = (vo, v1,... , Vn) E (L P (, m))' 1 . From the
Riesz representation theorem there exists (fO,I1,...,fn) E (LP'(Q,m))+1 such that

=f fovo din +

f f

i vi din

(2.10)

is the duality between (LP'(1l,m))41 and (L(1,m))"'. Then, for any

where
U E D[a,],

(F, u) = (G,Tu) p',p jfoudrn+ >jfiLiu(x)dm

and the assertion is proved U
Lemma 2.8 (Convergence of integral terms). Let us assume that the function
and the sequence

E Do[a,] verifies
D[o)

E D[a,Q]

and

a(, )(x) < C a. e. with respect to in in Q.

Then a(,) E L 2 (f,m) and
L2(Om)
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Proof. Using (2.4) we have
(c,

C(b e •, C)(•))

C)O) (, )))

4.

Then
ja(,)(•)2dm cj ((,)( . ))dm < C.
Thus a(, ) E L 2 (cl, in) is uniformly bounded and, at least after extraction of subsequences, there exists a function x E L 2 (c?, in) such that
L2(fl,m)
.x.

On the other hand, applying the Mazur lemma, it is easy to prove that there exists a
sequence of non-negative coefficients -y such that
- 1 and such that the sequence
=

-

strongly converges to b E D[a, ]. This implies that
, ))2dm =

f

a(g - , )2dm
—b,g — b)dm

fj

and then (g1,)

L 2 (fl m)

) &( I,) . Then for any v E L 2 (,m) we have

jc, )v din = lirnc(g, )v din

in

= lim

'—°°Ifn a(gj, )v din

IQ

=(
C-0

= lirn>-y

j

+)vdin
)vdrn
xv din.

=

We have to prove that
iirnj

((e+I) - )

vdrn = 0.

From the definition of L 2 (l,m)-weakly convergence we have that for any ij > 0 there
exists an e. such that for any e > E we have
(o() - )vdm 5
so the assertion is proved I
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Let us denote by 1?.(ci) the set of Radon measures on Q. We say that a sequence
jL 6 e 7Z(Q) is w-bounded if for every compact set K in ci there exists a constant CK
such that

if,, 0 du'
for every 0 E C°(Q) with supp [] C ci where C°(Q) denotes the space of functions that
are continuous in Q. We say that a sequence li t E Rci) w'-converges to i i f
limf c d e =fcdi

for every 0 E C O (Q) with supp [) C Q.
Lemma 2.9 (Convergence of Radon measures). Let K be a compact set in ci, and
pC

E R.(ci) with

W*_11fl,ze =

IL.

Let us assume that V is a compact set in C°(ci). Then

LJK

IL e =fKVdI.L

uniformly for v e V, where 4PK is the cut-off function defined in Lemma 2.1.
Proof.

It is enough to observe that

KV

is a compact set in C°(Q) and

/ dK\
5UPP[KV]CUzEKBX--)= {xEci: d(x,K)<l
2
J

where {x E ci d(x, K)
ci.
Definition 2.10.

< -d &

We say that 1>0, with

(f,v) ^: 0
Lemma

that

I is a closed set contained in ci and then a compact set in
I

E D[a,ci], if

for any v E Do[a,ci] with v>0 a.e. in Q.

2.11 (Convergence in
w_limfe =

D[a,ci1).

f in D 1 [a,ci]

Let ff be a sequence in D'[a,ci], such
and

fC

0.

Then fC and f belong to R.(ci) and
W*— iimfc = f
Proof. Let K

Then

in R.(ci).

be a compact set in ci and 0 E Do (a, ciJ fl C°(ci) with supp [) C K.
HIIIL00(ci,m)K

IIIIL'°(1l,rn)K

where 1 K is as in Lemma 2.1. Then, using the assumption Ic ^ 0,
SUpI(f e , cI K )IIIIl L oo (Orn)

CidIIILoo(çI,m).
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Taking into account the density of Do[a,ci] fl C°(ci) in C O (Q) we have that je and I
define some Radon measures. From the relation
lim (fC - f)I =
for any 0

E Do[a,ci] fl C o (Q) and taking into account that, using Lemma 2. 1, every
E C O (Q) with support in a compact set K in ci can be approximated by a sequence

{} e Do[a, ci] n C O (Q) with supp [
1(ci)U

j C UXEKB(X, it.) , we have w-lime _.o f = f in

Let us consider now the problem

f

where F

E D' [a, ci].

u E Do[a,ci]

(2.11)

a(u,v) = (F, v) for all v E Do[a,ci]

We want to prove some properties of the solution of problem

Theorem 2.12 (L°°-estimates). Let F E D' [a, ci], and q >
in Section 1. Then the solution of problem (2.11) verifies

ii V

2 where u is as

sup J ul <Cm(BR)IIFII
where

QC B R with R<R and vV2 <v' <q.

Proof. From Lemma 2.7 there exists
( Fv ) =

ffo +ffi
vdm

E

L i v ( x )dm

(L(ci,m))n such that

for any veD'[a,ci]

where 1 += 1 and
IIFII=(jfdm+ff? dm)

.

We use Stampacchia's method [26]. Let
IT — k ifr>k

(r) = (sign r)(max( - k, 0)) = 0
if T < k
1r+k ifr< —k.
As in [3] we use 3(u) E Do[a,fl] as test function. By the Sobolev-Poincaré inequality
[3, 5] we obtain
(

1

( J ul - k)dm)

CIIFII2m(A(k))1

where C denotes here and in the following possibly different structural constants and
A(k) {x E ci: Iu(x)I > k}. Then if h > k > 0, we obtain
- k)im(A(k))'IIFII2
where 1 = (1 - )/(1 -r) > 1. Then the result follows from Lemma 4.1 in [26] 1
q
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Theorem 2.13 (Holder-continuity). Let F E D' [a, Q], q > v V 2, and u be the
solution of problem (2.11). Then u is locally Holder continuous in ft Moreover, let
B(x, kR) cc Q, where k* ? 2 is a suitable structural constant depending on k only.
we have
Then for k*r <R <

c

OSCB(,r)U

[(j)+m(B(x;R))

]

hF

where -y E (0, 1) is a structural constant and v V 2 < v' < q.
Proof. We

represent u in B(x, kR) as v + w where v and w are solutions of the

problems
v - u E Do
I
ja(v)dm = 0 for all (e Do[a,B(x,k*R)]

and

(2.12)

(w E Do[a,B(x,kR)]
fa(w, () dm = (F, v) for all ( E Do[a,B(x,kR)J,

(2.13)

respectively. From (5: Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 7.3] we obtain for r <R
OSCB(r , r)V

C

L(,k.R)

dm

11

C

hhFhh

where -y E (0, 1) is a structural constant. From Theorem 2.12 we have
sup

B(z,kfl)

1w Cm(B(x,k*R))jhFhI.

Then, also using the duplication property,
OSCB(z , r)U <

+ rn(B(x, R))

C

j

IhFhh

and the assertion is proved I
Corollary 2.14 (Locally uniform convergence). Let uC be the sequence of solutions
of problem (2.11) associated with F = G E D 1 [a,Q], q > t..V2, and assume that the
sequence G is bounded in D q 1 [a,Q]. Then there exists a subsequence uc of uC which
converges uniformly locally in

Now we can prove the result that will be the fundamental tool for the proof of
convergence in Dg [a,] where p E (1, 2).
Theorem 2.15 (Strong convergence). Let uc be the sequence of solutions of prob-

lem (2.11) associated with F C =
fCf E D'[a,l(,

fC

+ f where

f ^!

0,

w— limfC
C

= jO

in D'(a,].
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w— limu e = u 0 in Do[a,)]

and

urn u = u 0 in D[a,Q]

for every q E (1, 2), where u 0 is the solution of problem (2.11) associated to F = f°
Proof. It is easy to see that
W— urn u C =

297

+1.

in Do (a, cl].

it 0

By the compact embedding property of Do [a, ci] into L 2 (Q, m) (Lemma 2.5) we have
limu e =

in L2(cl,mn).

it 0

Take now ,b E D,' t a , u 1 with ?,b_ iq
1 where q' > ii V 2, q e (1,2), +
= 1 and
w
e
=
u
C
denotes
the
norm
in
D'[a,Q].
Denote
- u 0 and by it4, the solution
II II-i,q'
of problem (2.11) associated with F = ?I' . Let K C Q be a compact set, and let 'K be
as in Lemma 2.1. We want to prove that
li m

K we

=

in Dg[a,c).

0

We have that
IK t IID[a,n] =
=

sup
4,ED

1

(IKw&)

[a,ffl, II4,II_ l,q'

sup

a(4Kwc,u4,).

OED q1' [a, Qj, 114'1I_ i,q'

So we have to prove that a(4 K w c ,u 4,) converges to 0 uniformly with respect to 0 E
D 1 [a,1], with INbII -i,q'
1. We have
a(

K we , u4,)

=

j(Kwc,u4,)dmn

f a(we, U4,)K dm
j(K,u4,)wedmn +
f a(wc,u4,)dm - f
u4,)wedm +

=

=

j (K,u4,)wedm + j U P ^D K (f - f°) dm -

a(w e ,

) u4,

dm

f a(wc,K)u4,dm.

The first term in the right-hand side converges to 0 uniformly with respect to
E
with IIIIIq' < 1. Thanks to Corollary 2.14 and to the bound IIII1,q' 1,
we have that u 4, K belongs to a compact set of C°(). Then we use Lemma 2.11 and we
have that the second term also converges to 0, uniformly with respect to 0 E -D q l [a, ],
with Ii,b11.. i,q' < 1. Finally, from Lemma 2.8 we have that (we, K) converges weakly
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to 0 in L 2 (ci); moreover, u,, is in a compact set in L 2 (ci,m). Then also the third term
converges to uniformly with respect to b E D'[a,ci], with III-1,q' 1, and we have
proved that
and then
urn I K E = 0 in D[a, ]
lim K E = 0 a.e. in Q.
e-.O
is bounded in L 2 (1l,m), then a(w E , w e ) is equiTaking into account that c(w e , w
integrable in ci where q E (1, 2). So we have, for every q E (1, 2),
W

W

lima(w c , w c )4 = 0

in L(ci,m).

Taking into account that lim....o w E = 0 in L 2 (ci,m), we obtain lim—o w = 0 in
Dg[a,cl] I

The following corollary of Theorem 2.15 gives a generalization to our framework of
a previous result of F. Murat [25] relative to the usual Sobolev spaces.

Corollary 2.16. Let
fE E D'[a,ci],
Then.

f

0,

w_limfe

lim f- = .O
j

= O

in D'[a,ci].

in D1[a,cl]

for every q E (1, 2).

Proposition 2.17 (Inequality for positive data). Let u be the solution of the homogeneous relaxed Dirichlet problem (1.1) in ci with respect to the form a, the function
0 <f E D'[a,ci] and the measure i E M 0 . Then
ju a(u,v)dm <

in

v df

(2.14)

e Do[a,ci] fl C°(ci) with compact support in ci and v 0.
Let us remark that the hypothesis 0 < f E D[a,ci] thanks to Lemma 2.12 implies that

for all v

I e 7z(c).
Proof. The proof is the same as given in [11] for the usual elliptic setting taking
into account the "chaine" rule for the density of our form (see
We are now in position to prove Theorem

[4] and [151) I

1.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.4. It is enough to prove the result for f e L 2 (ci), and by
the linearity of the problem for f > 0. First of all we have the weak convergence of the
sequence ue in Do [a, ci] to u from the definition of F-convergence. Then we can define
fE E D[a,Q] and
f 0 E D 1 [a, ci] by the relations
j

a(ue,v)dm = (f - f e , v)

for all v

E Do[a,ci]

and
/ a(u,v)drn = (f - f°,v)

Jo

for all v

E Do[a,ci].

By Proposition 2.17 f' > 0 and 10 > 0; moreover, we have also that w-lim....o IC
in D[a;ci]. Then (1.5) follows from Theorem 2.151

= fO
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.5
First we give some preliminary results.
Lemma 3.1 (Convergence of integral terms). Let us assume that 0 E DFa,QJ and
and ye verify

that there exists a constant C such that the sequences

j((,)(x)) dm <C < 00.
IPVII L OO ( çlm)

C < 00

and

(3.1)

v — 0 a. e. with respect to m.

(3.2)

Then

a (VCd

o.

(3.3)

fIl
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it is easy to see that
a(

)I v d l

, , E )4( a ,

v.

By integrating in ci with respect to rn and by using the standard Holder inequality, we
obtain

j

I,)vdIdrn

,)vedrn

L

a()()4IvdIdm

(L
<C

a(, ) dm)

(f

(f

a(,

V,)2 dm

a()(ve)2dm) .

Now, a(q5 , )(v E )2 Ca(çb,çb) e L 1 (cl,m) and a( , )(v e ) 2 —+0 a.e. with respect torn,
and we conclude by using the Lebesgue convergence theorem I
Lemma 3.2 (Convergence of integral terms). Let us assume that
E D[a, ci]

fl

L(1l, in)

and

v

E D[a, ci] fl L(ci, m)

and that there exists a constant C such that the sequence t

Ikb

IIL 00 (o,1)

C

and

7C

E Do[a,fZ] verifies

Do[a 0]

Then
I a(,q)vdrn —+ I a(4',qS)vdim.

(3.4)

Proof. From the compact embedding property (C) we have that i —+
into
Let us recall that the space Do[a,ci] fl L°°(ci,m) is an algebra and also

L2 (ci,m).
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an ideal in D[a,1l] fl L(1l,m). Then the sequence ?,bev E Do[a,] fl L(, m), it

cl)

D[o,x

is uniformly bounded in Do [a, Q], and we obtain that i,bcv
compact embedding property (C) we have that
X

Again by the

strongly in L2 (Q,m).

(3.5)

Then x = bv and
D[atl]

v.

(3.6)

We have

fn a(,)vdm = Jci a (v,)dm - f a(v,)dm.

(3.7)

ci

Because of (3.6) the first term in (3.7) is such that
) dm

j

in

v, ) dm.

By applying Lemma 3.1 to the second term in (3.7) we obtain

fn a(, )v dm -* fn a( V) v, ) dm - fn a(v,

dm

= fo a(t, )v

and the assertion is proved U
Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 it is easy to prove the following one.

Lemma 3.3 (Convergence of integral terms). Let us assume that 0 E D Ea , 1 fl

L°°(ci,m) and that
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

It C II L oo ( cl,m)
V -+ v
V

C for some constant C

a. e. with respect to ni

E D[a, cu] n L°°(ci, in)

and that the sequence t,be E Do[a,cl] verifies

IIL 0

Then

f

(ci,m)

C

and

Do(a,1Z]

?I)

a(, )vcdm j a(, )v din.

.

(3.8)

o
Remark 3.1 ("Comparison principle"). Let uC, w, u and w as in (1.4), (1.6),
(1.7) and (1.8), and f E L°°(Q). Then using the properties of the strongly local regular Dirichlet form a we obtain the existence of a constant C independent on C (but
dependent on I If 11 L°°(1l)) such that
I tL e l 5Cw c

and

Jul <Cw.

(3.9)
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Lemma 3.4 (Convergence in the set w 54 0). Let u c , w e , u, w and f be as in
Remark 3.1 and let the assumptions in Theorem 1.5 hold. Denote for any 6 > 0
re =

uC -

UW

(3.10)

sup {w,ö)

and
= {x E ci: w(x) > 6).

(3.11)

Then

urn

c(r,r)drn=0.

C-0
IS1

26

Proof. The weak maximum principle for the strongly local regular Dirichlet form
and i, and Proposition 2.16 imply the L°°(Q) and
-

a, the positivity of the measures
Do (a, ci] uniform bounds
IIudII L (uI,Tn)

C

oo

and

C

IkIIDo[a,O)

C

IIWIIL(1,m)
IIWEIIDO[a,1u]

C.

(3.12)

Moreover, it is easy to remark that
- u, wC
uC

w weakly in Do[a, ci)

(3.13)

u, wC -p w strongly in L 2 (cl,m)

(3.14)

-* u, w - w a.e. with respect to rn in Q.

(3.15)

By using (3.12) and (3.15) we obtain the following properties on the convergence of the
sequence r:
r E Do[a,ci]

lim r = r 6 a.e. with respect to m in ci
c-O
C and IIr6IIDola,cI]
C
II r6IILoo(clm)
- r6

(3.16)

weakly in D 0 [a, ci]

where C is a constant independent of e and
(
\

r 6 =tz l1—

w
I.
sup{w, 8}j

(3.17)

If "6(t) = inf{(t - 6), 61, let us define the function 0 by (x) = I'(w(x)). It has
the following properties:
E Do[a,ci]flL(ci),

(x) E [0, 1],

11

=

ci26
in ci\ci6
m

(3.18)

We have to prove that jn ,, a(r,r)dm tends to zero. Using (3.18) and the positivity
of a( . ,.) and 1z we have
(r,r)dm
L26

a(r,r)q5dm + j(r)2d.

(3.19)
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We shall prove that the right-hand side in (3.19), denoted by I in the following, tends
to zero. Thanks to the definition of r, the bilinearity of the form and the Leibnitz rule
&(u c
=1
Jo

r

/

I (
Jo \sup{w,

")0 dm

7uw e \

+ i uerdILe—
n Jo

(sup{w,6})

= f a ( u e ,r ) q drn _ fa(w,r)

Jo

Jo

} , r)dTfl
rbd
u

dm

sup{w,6}

U

(
r) wdm + Uerdiie red
- f
Jo \.sup{w,6}'
Jo sup{w,6}

(3.20)

= If a(ue,r)dm + f uerd,'
[Jo
.1
- If

wC,r

[Jo (
-

U

(u c , )r dm +

I

L

Idm

sup {w,S} )

In

\

we

d,zt]

sup{w,5}
U
r dm

sup

(sup{w,6}')

We have
E Do[a,1] fl L(fl,m) and we can use the two functions as
test functions in (1.4) and (1.6), respectively, to get

I

Jo
+

fr dm

+I

Jo

r

sup {w,6}

drn -

u) r dm -

sup{w,6}

Jo

J

(u e , )r
( 3.21)

u
in

(SUP {W,8},

)

m

Let us consider the first two terms. From (3.16) we obtain that r - r 6 strongly in
L P (l,in) for any p E (1,00) and then
lim [12fr4dm

e-°

=

J

+ JoI rqf sup{w,ö}

din 1

J

t.
u
dm
fr 5 cbdrn+J rçi.
sup {w,6}
o
o

=1

06

frdm

+I

JO\o6

(3.22)

I rdm

drn+f r6
+f r 5ct'_
sup{w,8}
Jo 6
Jo\06

From (3.18) = 0 in Q \ Q 6 . Otherwise, in ci 6 , w(x) >
which implies that the right-hand side in (3.22) is zero.

6

sup{w,6}

din.

and r = u(1 -

= 0,

= uC,
Let us consider the third term in (3.21). Applying Lemma 3.3, with
uC
vC
verifies
the
assumptions
of
the
lemma.
r,
=
and
thanks
to
(3.12)
(3.15)
4
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Analogously, 0 E DP [a, ci] fl L°°(ci, in) and r verify the assumptions of the lemma
thanks to (3.16). Then we obtain

I a(u c , O)rb din Io a(u, )r 6 din = 0.
f,

The last equality has been obtained using the Leibnitz rule. In fact, we have
a(u,ç1)r5 = a(u,cbro) - cx(u,r 6 )ç6 = a(u,r6)cb

a.e. in ci where we take into account that Orb = 0; the result follows from the observation
that the term in the left-hand side is zero where 0 or r6 are zero.
Analogously, for the fourth and fifth terms in (3.21) we have
(tL
'
u
I
,rwCcbdm_
rdrn_fa(
I QlW,
sup{w,6}9
\sup{w,5}
J
j
\
uçb
f (
a ( w,
)rodm_fa(_uro)wcdm=o
sup {w,c5}
sup{w,8}
ç
j1
\

and the assertion is proved U

Lemma 3.5 (Convergence n the set w = 0). Let u and w be as Section 1. Then

J

limlim sup a(u,ue)dm 0.
.
w<6

6- O c-0

(3.23)

Proof. Let us consider the function
cI 25 (t) = 1 - I'' 6 (t) = 1 - inf{( and denote
(3.24)
The function 06 has the following properties (thanks to Remark 1.2):
E D[a, ci] fl L(ci, in), 0 6 (x) E [0, 1],
Moreover, we observe that 1 -

10 in Q26
(3.25)
= i in ci \ cia.

E DO [a, ci]. Then, as in (3.19), from (3.25) we obtain

L6
<ja(ue,ue)i,bodm
ja(u, u0 6 din

+ f(uc)2,b6d/

(3.26)

= f a(ue,u)dm + j u E (u 6 )d - j a(u e , 'fib )uedm
-j
= f f(u,b 6 )drn0,(ue,t,b6)0dm.

S
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Easily, because (3.12) and (3.15),
f (00 6 ) dm

-4

6 ) dm.
(3.27)
fn (uO
= ue , 0 =
Let us consider the second term in (3.26) and apply Lemma 3.3 where
and vC = u. Thanks to (3.12) - (3.15) uE verifies the assumptions of the lemma and
E D P [a, flL(Q,m). Then

fn

a(ub 6 )u e dm - ja(u,t,b6)udm.

(3.28)

J
By using (3.27) and (3.28) in (3.26) we obtain that
iirnsupj

a(ue,

u') dm j f(ut6)dm -

f

&(u, )u din.

(3.29)

Now we have to let 6 converge to zero in (3.29). First let us consider the second term.
Thanks to the Holder inequality,
in

a(u, )u din < (

j

<C

5)u2 dm)

(f

(u, u) dm)

a(b6,b6)u2drn)

U
Using the strong locality of the form a, the truncature rule and Remark 3.1 on the
comparison principle, we obtain
in

a(tb6,7,b6)u2dm

= J X E(o,l)a(

f

C

6,

6 )u 2 dm

< Jci

X-E(6,26) a ( w , w ) w2drn

XWE(6,26)a(w,w)u2dm

(3.30)

XWE(6,2o)c(w,w)w 2 drn
C62fn

C6 j X W E(6,26) a ( w , w) din cf x wE (6 ,2 5)a(w, w) dm

0 a.e. in Q, as 6 where XA is the characteristic function of the set A. But XwE(6,26)
(w,w) and by applying the Lebesgue convergence
0. Moreover, XwE(6,26)(w,w)
theorem
(3.31)
0.
XwE(6,26)( W , W ) dm
in

Let us consider the first term in the right-hand side of (3.29). Using (3.25) and Remark
3.1 on the comparison principle we get

f

f(u)dm

J

ci

CjI u l

dm

Ifu
<

Then the convergence of (3.29) to zero as

I

dm <

LO

6 —*

cf

w<26

Jul dm

I w l dm= 0.

0 follows from (3.31) and (3.32) U

(3.32)
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We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Thanks to (3.16) and the Poincaré inequality we have
only to prove that
iimlim sup a(r,r)dm = 0.
60 c—Oif,
From Lemma 3.4 we have
urn/

r,r)dm =

c-.O

0

where we recall that S = {x E Q w(x) > 81. Then we have to prove that
iimiimsupJ
a(r,r)dm = 0.
-. O e—O
w<26 -

(3.35)

From the definition of r and the bilinearity of the form,
L26
-

<2

- (IW<25

a(u e , u e )drn+

\ \
fw<26 (sup{w,ö}'sup{w,}J
)

a

uwe

uwC

From Lemma 3.5 we have
a(uc,ue)dm = 0.
lirn limsuPf
6—.o e — O w<2ö

Then, to prove (3.35), we have to prove that
/

UW

uwe

lim urn supL a
drn = 0.
26 (sup{w,s}' sup{w,5})
But
a
JW<26

(3.36)

tiw
uwe
dm
(supfw'b)'supfw'6)-)
I

I

U

cx(w ,w )dm
Jw26 ( supfw,b))
uwe
u
I
a(
+2j
w') dm
j<26 sup{w,8}
sup{w,6}
j
/
u
u
\+(we)2a drn.
\SUP{W,ö} sup{w,6}j
fV
<

Let us recall that, thanks to the bilinearity and the Leibnitz rule, we have
IU

U 2
a(u,u)=a_(_z,_z)=a(_,_)z2+a(z,z)(_'\
+2a(—,z).
\Z zi
'z zi
\zI
\z /
U \

'U U\

(3 37
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Denoting by R the right-hand side in (3.37),
R=

.0

a(we,we)d m

L26 (SUP1w,} )
+

Jw<26

2

uwe

U

sup{w,S} a SUP{W,6}')
(

dm

(we)2

(SUP{W,ö})2a(u)dm
+L
2
(w)e2
- J
a(sup{w,8},sup{w,})dm
w<2 (sup{w,5}) 2 ( sup{w,8})
SU P
(we)2
{w 6})dm
2
2 Ua (
sup {w,6}'
- Jw<26 (sup{w,ö})

(3.38)

=1+11+111+ IV + V.
Let us consider separately the five integrals I, II, III, IV and V.
The integral I: To prove the convergence of the first term we use Remark 3.1 on
the comparison principle:
2

1=

a(wwe)dm

C

L 26
L26 (sup v,})
By Lemma 3.5 (applied to wC where f 1; see (3.5)),

a(we,we)dm.

f

limlim sup a(we,we)dm 0.
6-.O '_0
w<26
Then

(3.39)

lim lim sup l = 0.
6-.O e-.O

The integral II + V: We have

1+ V

U

a
1JW<26 sup{w,8} (SP{W,}
=

(we)2
( sup {w, S})2

U

)

(SUP1W'bj'fW,)

dm.

First we let e - 0. Then the lim sup is obtained by using arguments analogous to those
in the proof of Lemma 3.4. More precisely, by Lemma 3.3, then
urn sup

Uwe

/

c—U JW<26 sup{w, 8) a sup{w, 81

(w)2
- L2 6 (sup{w,6})2

= J<25 sup{w,6} - (
(w)2

ua(

,wc) dm

u
dm
SUP1W' 6}'P{'})

U 'W)
u

(sup{w,6})2 ua ( SUP1W' S},P{w,8})

dm.

(3.40)
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Now letting 6 -i 0 in (3.40) we get
/ u
a t
, w)
limIw^26 sup{w,6} \sup{w,6}
uw

(w)2

urn
6-0

Ub

\
W

/

—.O Lb-

,
sup{w,6} din
)

u
,

w

6}

/

uw 'U
a,w)dm )

dm

-i-a
uW

- urn

S}

dm+ 1
J <5

'U
\
—ua(—,w;

_JW<

i(sup{w,6})2

(ua
\

< w <26

urn

u

ua

a(u, w) drn-

.

-

where we have used the strong locality of the form. Moreover, from Remark 3.1, there
exists a constant C such that J ul < Cu; <C6 in the set w <6. Then

L1

urn

5-0

-a(u,w)dmI <Clim

w<6

Ia(u,w)Idm

-

=cf
Jw=0

a(u,w)Idm=0.

For the last relation we can use the Holder inequality and the equality
=0 (see Remark 1.2).

f,0

Ia(w, w)I din

The integral III: As in the preceding term let first e - 0 and apply the Lebesgue
convergence theorem to get
(we)2
lirn sup
a(u u)dm
C—O j<26 (sup{w,6))2
'

f

=

Now we let 6 -+ 0 in (3.41) to get
(w)2
0<limI

w<25

<lirn

60

1-

(sup{w, 6})2

(3.41)

a(u,u)drn

a(u,u)dm=

Jw<26

L

(w)2
(up{w,6})2
a(u,u)dm.
s26

I

o(u,u)dm<

Jw0

=0

L

a(u,u)dm
O

(see Remark 1.2 for the last equality). Indeed, thanks to Remark 3.1, on the comparison
principle u = 0 on the set w 0.
The. integral. IV: As in the preceding term let first e - 0 and apply the remark to

Lemma 3.3 to get
limsup

W)

L '( sup(W'b -j

e0

=

26

2

u

2

cs(sup{w,6}sup{.w,6})din

sup{w,6}j
2

u
I a(sup{w,6}sup{w6})dm.
Jw<25 (sup1 w ,b) sup{w,6}j

(3.42)
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Now we let 8 -' 0 in (3.42). Using as in the preceding terms Remark 3.1 on the
comparison principle and the troncature rule, we get

J

o<iim
w^26
Clim

I

w
u
(supfw, 6}sup{w,6})

6-0 w<26

2

(sup{w,8},sup{w,8})dm

a(ww)dm=Cf a(w,w)dm=O
w=0

where the last equality follows from Remark 1.2.
Thus we have proved that the lirn 6 ... 0 lim sup

0 (I + II + III + IV + V)

=

0
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